
Developers’ toolkit for the Europeana Space Photography Hackathon 

Build innovative applications using cultural heritage data exposed with the Europeana Space WITH 

API1 

The WITH HTTP API provides access to data from a wide variety of online Cultural Heritage 

repositories such as Europeana, Digital Public Library of America (DPLA), Digital New Zealand 

(DigitalNZ), the Rijksmuseum and the collections on the WITH platform. The WITH API itself gets its 

data from the individual API’s of the above mentioned Cultural Heritage portals, but what’s 

interesting is that the different data formats have been mapped to a single format allowing easy 

connection to a wide variety of sources, their metadata and media information, through a single 

access point. By connecting to the WITH API developers can now easily get access to millions of 

cultural heritage objects held by different organisations and in the future even more repositories will 

be connected. 

Documentation about the usage of the WITH API is available on the Swagger platform. By using the 

Swagger interface users can make live API calls to the WITH API. A web portal based on the WITH API 

is also available. Here users can explore available content and add new content and create 

collections. 

If you need help in using the WITH API, you can contact the WITH team or LIBIS team. On the day of 

the hackathon event technical assistance will be available.   

 

Build innovative applications using Omeka and WITH – CASE: Storytelling application and plug-ins 

build by the photography pilot 

LIBIS (KU Leuven), partner in Photography pilot, has used the WITH API in the Storytelling website. 

This allows end-users (storytellers) to search cultural heritage collection on Europeana and other 

portals, and add them to their own repository of items to build new stories with them.  

The Storytelling website is based on Omeka, an open-source content management system for the 

display of library, museum, archives, and scholarly collections and exhibitions. Omeka allows users to 

publish their digital content online and comes with a wide range of plugins providing a diversity of 

different functionalities. Furthermore, Omeka’s extension mechanism allows software developers to 

develop new plugins to incorporate more features. Information on how to develop new plug-ins is 

provided on the website.  

 

Developers interested in working with Omeka or the Storytelling website during the Hackathon 

event can contact the LIBIS development team who will provide a pre-installed virtual machine 

with Omeka. The code is shared on the GitHub repository https://github.com/libis/Espace as open-

source. Installation instructions can be found on the website. 

                                                           
1 The WITH API is part of the Technical Space infrastructure of the EU funded Europeana Space project. It aims 
at offering to cultural institutions, professional users and software developers (both within and outside of the 
project) an intuitive platform for the discovery and manipulation of cultural heritage resources so as to use and 
re-use them in their efforts to disseminate knowledge, reach new audiences, advance scholarly research and 
develop innovative applications.  
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Developers working with a Linux or Mac OS operating systems will be provided with an XAAMP 

development environment with all required software systems installed. Developers with Microsoft 

Windows’ operating system will be provided with a ready to be used Linux virtual machine, therefore 

they are expected to have installed the latest version (5.0) of VirtualBox. 

The following Omeka plugins have been used to implement the required features of the Storytelling 

website. All of these plugins are open-source with their source code available on GitHub. Some of 

these plugins have been tailored to make them suitable for the storytelling website. 

 

 ExhibitBuilder 

This plugin allows users to use Omeka items to create online exhibits. We tailored the use of this 

plugin to let users create their stories by including Omeka items. It provides support for creating, 

deleting, publishing and unpublishing stories. Users can search and import items into their stories in 

a user friendly way. 

Source code: https://github.com/omeka/plugin-ExhibitBuilder 

 

 GuestUser 

GuestUser plugin allows users to create user accounts on Omeka websites. The plugin only provides 

support for Guest user accounts, however we have made the necessary modification to extend its 

support for other roles. With these modifications storytelling users now have the necessary rights to 

create, publish, unpublish and delete his/her own stories. 

Source code: https://github.com/omeka/plugin-GuestUser 

 

 UserProfiles 

This plugin provides support for adding user profile information. Used along with the GuestUser 

plugin, it provides a comprehensive support for user account management. Users can make their 

profile public to let other users see their information or set them as private to restrict their profile 

information from view. 

Source code: https://github.com/omeka/plugin-UserProfiles 

  

 Commenting 

The Commenting plugin provides support for posting comments to items in Omeka. Users can post 

new comments or reply to an existing comment. A user can moderate comments on his/her items. 

Furthermore, users can flag inappropriate comments. 

Source code: https://github.com/omeka/plugin-Commenting 

 

 Geolocation 

This plugin helps showing location of georeferenced Omeka items on a map. In the storytelling 

website this plugin shows location of items used in stories. 

Source code: https://github.com/omeka/plugin-Geolocation 

 

 SimplePages 

This plugin provides support for adding web pages to Omeka based websites in an easy and simple 

way. In the storytelling website this plugin has been used to create web pages for licensing and help-

related information. 
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Source code: https://github.com/omeka/plugin-SimplePages 

 

LibCo plugin 

Along with the reuse of the abovementioned existing Omeka plugins, a new plugin was needed to let 

users search and import content from external repositories (Europeana, DigitalNZ, MINT and The 

Rijksmuseum). To meet this requirement, the LibCo (Libis Connector) plugin has been developed. Like 

other Omeka plugins, LibCo is also available as open-source. The source code of the LibCo plugin is 

available on Github (https://github.com/libis/plugin-Libisco) for the open-source community to reuse 

it and possibly make extensions to it. A workflow diagram of the plugin is shown in the figure bellow. 

 

 
 

 

a)    Configure 

LibCo plugin enables communication to external repositories via REST API calls. Connection 

parameters (e.g. server ip address and api path) required for such communication are configurable. 

 

https://github.com/omeka/plugin-SimplePages
https://github.com/libis/plugin-Libisco


 
 

b)    Search 

LibCo plugin uses the ESpace WITH API’s REST interface to search external repositories. WITH API 

provides support for various kinds of operations on those repositories, such as basic search, 

advanced search, create stories, collections and exhibitions. Currently, LibCo uses basic search and 

advanced search operations. A sequence diagram of search operation with WITH API is shown below. 



 
 

The storyteller user makes a search by providing a keyword and selecting repositories (search 

sources) from a provided list. LibCo plugin executes the request on WITH API after adding additional 

information to the original request. This information includes page size, page number and filters. 

 

After receiving the search response from the WITH API, LibCo processes it to extract the required 

information and displays it. Search results are listed separately for each selected source. 

 

Afterwards, the storyteller users can navigate through the results by using ‘Next Page’ and ‘Previous 

Page’ links or by providing a desired page number. Based on the selected page number a new 

request is made to the WITH API and fresh results are displayed to the user. 

 

c)    Import Content 

Once the storyteller users have searched results, they can select desired items and import them to 

Omeka Items. An activity diagram of the LibCo import functionality is shown below. 



 
 

Users can import selected items to Omeka Items or into an Omeka Collection. Items can be imported 

to a new collection or to an existing collection. In case of the latter option, users can select an 

existing collection from their own collections, provided in a dropdown list. By default imported items 

are in published state and are therefore visible to all users. However, their status can be changed in 

Omeka Item and Collection editors. 


